**Barkley - A Problem of Size**

by Jack McCaffery

About 125 students attended a discussion on Tuesday in the Jounden Community Room of the Alumni Association of the University of Toronto. The discussion was conducted by Dr. Murray Ross, who officially opened the discussion.

Dr. Murray Ross, who officially opened the discussion, said that the meeting was attended by a large number of students, but that the meeting was not open to the public.

The discussion was attended by a large number of students, but that the meeting was not open to the public.

**Water, Water...**

**Inside...**

Glenwood College had its annual water troubles this week. As stated in the Glenwood Collegian, the water system was out of order, and the university was without water.

**Cards**

Canadian Union of Students' cards will be available at the station on Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. Camera settings were 4.5, exposure 2 hours.

**This is a picture of York Campus taken on Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. Camera setting was f 4.5, exposure 2 hours.**

**Vietnam War to be Simulated**

by Wendy Corrigan

Ever wish you could play childhood games like "war and soldier" again? This is, in essence, what Dr. Norman Alcorn, founder and head of the Canadian branch of the Peace Research Institute, has proposed for us early in the new year.

Speaking at Glendon last week in a small gathering of students, he said that one of the "institutes' methods of attack on the chaotic world condition is to find out by means of 'realistic experiments' just how people and world leaders will react to crises.

"In February, university students will be asked to act as participants, calculators, or observers in a rigged-up situation of the war in Viet Nam. Emotional elements, such as anger, will be replaced by simulation, which will be introduced, in this way, to the public.

The Institute also intends to run similar tests with diplomats and people of the extreme right and left, so as to survey a suitable cross-section of opinion.

Tests such as this one, which aim at making the decisions of politicians more scientific, form a large part of the philosophy of peace research. In addition, comprehensive attitudes tests to gauge the way people think about international relations and ideologies into the economic implications of disarmament (the commitment costs of the war)

"in the worst case scenario, the country's entire area would need to be involved, as well as a large part of the institute's work.

"It is to be done with all this information. The findings of the Institute ought to be published quickly, says Mr. Alcorn, and the reports should be distributed to magazines and journals, so that the media can influence the reactions of the 10% of World leaders, which is the main decision-making group. It is from these men that attitudes and national policies will change.

In all phases of peace, research, however, dissemination of ideas is relaxed by a lack of resources and trained workers. It is hoped that a number of peace-conscious York students will volunteer for duty in January and thus aid in the latter need.

**Soft Hearts, Hard Heads,**

"The rich countries of the world are not doing nearly enough to help the poor countries of the world in their"...
**LETTERS**

**The opinions expressed are those of the Editors, one of whom is the student member of the University Council or the University Administration.**

**Comment**

For a diploma, Scott Reid has been surprisingly unphilosophical in these past few weeks. When student first hear that something has gone wrong, they often have such a distinguised man as principal; they expect a new, enlarged edition for clenches, that Mr. Reid would bring an awareness of international affairs onto the campus. But they have been disappointed; the new principal seems to have little of the compassion and understanding of the students shown last year by Dr. Bliss.

To begin with, Mr. Reid’s move into Glendon Hall was bound to bring some resentment. This attitude was unjustified. I think that it has been a little too much in the past, but many students have expected that the building would provide more study facilities for the administration has moved out. Instead they saw a lot of money being used for recreation, and the initiative and the money has gathered nothing but lost a great deal.

He has, in fact, compounded it by cutting himself off from the students. The only chance for the students to be heard was to fight a public relations campaign: campus superintendent Mr. Reid has declared that visitors to the Residence will be directed to the halls. None of this is to say that no discussion of York and Glendon Halls, and they will have to leave their current halls. It has this naturally resulted in more moves. Many residence students, particularly the girls, whose desires will have to look for residence at Glendon Hall.

But if residence students have met Scott Reid in a negative situation, few free days students have met him at all, "co-ed students" as they call him, the "dude," said one boy, another commented, "Terry Ross wants to prove that the great self-sacrifice male meets a particular major of the University's disappointment in him. Scott Reid has been a student himself, but he is not to be seen in the halls, and cannot be found in his classes. Scott Reid must realize that, unfortunately as it may be, that residence halls are not as far away in the campus as the principal’s residence. Scott Reid must realize on his side that he is living in the same community as the students he is trying to impress on the campus, the students he should understand in his attitude to the university.

Mr. Scott Reid is not yet officially Principal. He has, however, been acting as such for the last three months, and his attitude towards the students is long overdue. Whether personal, through interactions with individuals, or through speeches, to the students body, the widening gulf must be closed. The slogan "Let us live, let us learn" is not really too much for speech by one who has been the school for three years, and it is not a speech by one who has been here for three months. One of the other. He is the head of a College, and every College is a part of the University. Every College is not to be shaped, The best discipline is self-discipline, and the students are not to be shaped, The best discipline is self-discipline, and the students are not to be shaped, The best discipline is self-discipline, and the students are not to be shaped.

And so, Mr. Reid, we’re walking! At least it’s worth a try.

**VOLLEYBALL VICTORS**

The final game of women’s intercollegiate volleyball was played at the Civic Centre on the evening of Nov. 18, and the first in the history of the university. Over 100 boys attended the game, except at 5 and 10 - 11. Congratulations to Lyn Flockhart, Ewe Klarroom, Carol Searle, and John Anthony, John Wu, Tisha Taylor, Laura Shafer, Sharon Thompson, Naomi Tranquillo.

**PRO-TEM**

PRO-TEM is the newspaper of York University, published weekly at Glendon College by the students of York.
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Bill Damper
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**News Editor**

J. Sonley
Paul Reed
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Gord Woodill

**Photo Editor**

Ian Wightman
Gary Smith

**Sports Editor**

Gary Smith

**Staff Reporter**

**RESPONSES**

MY MOTHER WANTED AN INCENSE BURNER, YAH SEE, SO I BOUGHT THIS CRAZY LOOKIN’ LAMP AT TREASURE VAN...

**LETTERS**

Follwing, is a reply to Brian McHugh’s open letter to Lalav exchange at Laval University.

**VOLLEYBALL VICTORS**

**Reflections on a Weekend of Firsts**

This past week I changed my mind about completing my essay before the subject of the new morality because a far more important and serious issue has arisen. I wanted to write a letter published in the last edition of PRO-TEM from Carol L., a student at York, in which she asks (and quite rightly so) if a South African Negro Student will really benefit in coming to Canada. Although it will not be my practice to engage in fruitless debates with people who disagree with me, I have been asked about this issue by several persons, and I will say that the following is a partial answer.

**First, I am an ex-patriate South African myself, born and raised in the beautiful country. I have never lived in any other country, and the issue of the South African Negro Student in coming to Canada has been a very important one for me.**

For me, this has been a very important issue. I have been a very active member of the Student Federation at York and have been involved in many issues. I have also been very active in the South African Student Movement, and have been very involved in the issue of the South African Negro Student.

**I have no doubt that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to live in a democratic society, and they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to take part in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Second, I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Third, I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Fourth, I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Fifth, I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Sixth, I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada.**

First, they will be able to take part in the political process. Secondly, they will be able to participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and they will be able to participate in the activities of the university.

**Conclusion**

I believe that the South African Negro Student will benefit in coming to Canada. They will be able to take part in the political process, participate in the cultural and intellectual life of the country, and participate in the activities of the university.

**Next Week:** Further developments in the CUS-UGEC debate.

**Editor**

By Carlyn Fowtth

**CIVILITIES**

Last Tuesday and Wednesday the Canadian CivicServ conducted interviews for government jobs candidates at York University. Twenty-five candidates were chosen from York and fifty others from across Metro. Four year approximately 63,000 applicants are considered and seventy-five eventually hired.

Candidates have reported after their interviews that the service in the Advance (although unofficial) "stay in school." The college plans to offer courses next year or the next year for students interested in the Civic Service. Ottawa officials have jokingly ref

**NEXT WEEK:** Further developments in the CUS-UGEC debate.
The McMasters rugger team came to town last Saturday and assaulted York rather badly on their home field 85-0. York had two strikers against them at game time caused mainly by the absence of 3 important members of the scrum. Adding to the miseries were injuries to key halfbacks (mainly by the absence of 3 important members of the scrum). Despite the disaster, there were individual stars for York. Ritchie and Garth Bagwell both looked effective and Al Irving in still striking, York will attempt to make amends tomorrow at ESC.

The York Windigos will encounter a tough quintet from RMC in a basketball game highlighting the Sports Night of November 18. The Windigos, smarting from two pre-season defeats, will bring back a gimpick from last year to attract the fans, Zartho. This unsung hero of the most valuable player will still be present at the end of the game.

The evening will feature a mixed swim meet versus Ryerson which will run simultaneously with the basketball game, in a different locale of course. At halftime of the RMC game a gymnastics display courtesy of T.O. will provide the entertainment. After the athletes have ceased, a gala run-time will be attempted in the already rife air of the gymnasium. Animal strata will be by the spectators. No save Rom Cuthbert's skin and come to "Sports Night".

The York Jolly Millers will definitely be heard from in the coming season. Coach Bill Purcell's side surprised the highly touted Guelph Redmen of the very fancy Ontario University Athletic Association by scoring a 4-4 loss at Guelph, November 6.

The Pollard brothers, Fred and Ken, each picked up single goals, along with markers by Frank Trotter and Bruce Walker. Goodie Rom Cuthbert held Guelph in a single score for the first five minutes before he had to leave unexpectedly to pursue other goals. His replacement, provided by the Redmen, fumbled three punts in the third frame and thus handed his team-mates the game. Possibly Cuthbert will not alter his strategy against the Ryerson, November 15, and maybe, with a little urging, against York on November 18 and 19.

The York soccer team lost another close one on Thursday, November 4, 1-1 to H.L.T., Andy Ranchan scored York's single goal on a penalty kick in the first half.
In December of last year, Christopher Dingle and York students John Dingle and Ron Bottaro infiltrated the Canadian Nazi Party in order to sabotage the organization’s activities. The following article is an account of their actions in the Party.

In the last few years Toronto has become acutely aware of a growing sickness in some of Canada’s more Moronic citizens, the Neo-Nazis. Every once in a while the news media have reported a wave of hate literature and its mounting effect on the citizens, especially those in the Jewish community.

In December of 1964 a T.V. show, “This Hour Has Seven Days” carried a debate on the advisability of legislating against hate literature. The three of us saw this show and while we made a few plans to do something, we were not sure that legislation was the answer. To us, it was a moral issue, not a legal one, and legislation would be nothing but a restriction of individual rights.

It seemed feasible that infiltrators in the Canadian Nazi Party would be able to investigate the activities, strength and danger to society, and perhaps even effectively cripple the organization or curtail the dissemination of the Nazi “truth sheets” i.e. hate literature (Nazi call it “Truth Shirts”).

After offering our services to the Canadian Jewish Congress, we took their suggestion to attending meetings at the Social Credit Justice Night, on Yonge St. We made a few carefully planned anti-Semitic remarks, and we were soon contacted by the Nazi. In February of this year, after impressing them with our anti-Semitic and racist enthusiasm we were asked to join the Party. We accepted, reporting simultaneously to the Canadian Jewish Congress, Metro Police Intelligence Bureau and the N3 executive (a super anti-Nazi organization).

Being the most intelligent members, (the movement was pitifully stupid and unaware of current events) we rose to their doctrine that the Negro; the Chinese Jew and the Jew and Gentile heights of power in our present society. However, they also advised Beattie to hide their insecurities they look for a scapegoat, the Jew and Gentile.

In December of 1964 a T.V. show, “This Hour Has Seven Days” carried a debate on the advisability of legislating age limits. We were sure that legislation was not the answer. It was a moral issue, not a legal one, and legislation would be nothing but a restriction of individual rights.

We were contacted by the Nazi. In February of this year, after impressing them with our anti-Semitic and racist enthusiasm we were asked to join the Party. We accepted, reporting simultaneously to the Canadian Jewish Congress, Metro Police Intelligence Bureau and the N3 executive (a super anti-Nazi organization).

Being the most intelligent members, (the movement was pitifully stupid and unaware of current events) we rose to their doctrine that the Negro, the Chinese Jew and the Jew and Gentile were obviously successful: Beattie was kicked out of the house and lost a fair amount of money. We were sure that legislation was not the answer. It was a moral issue, not a legal one, and legislation would be nothing but a restriction of individual rights.

Back in Canada, we split the Party further by convincing Beattie that his second in command Jack Decock was trying to take the leadership, and by convincing Decock that Beattie was a megalomaniac, an alcoholic and a most incompetent leader. Decock then deserted Beattie and went to Rockwell to be outfitted in uniforms complete with armband and .45 automatic pistol. The frightening part is that Rockwell apparently has a chance of becoming Governor of Virginia and has considerable backing from racist business men.

In our interview with Rockwell we moved the seeds of dissension between him and Beattie which, we were pleased to note, was successful. Beattie is not getting the financial support he was counting on and is in trouble.
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